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FOCUS

KEY POINTS

• Supply of producer-certified RSG is expected to grow from 8.7 Bcf/d in 2021 to about 20 Bcf/d by
the end of 2022 based on announced projects, or about 18% of the North American market.

• Although cost data is sparse, Project Canary disclosed its TrustWell certification and continuous
monitoring systems average $ per pad. Offtake agreements are also scarce, but anecdotal
reports suggest price premiums of a  per Mcf.

• We see producers’ RSG commitments principally driven by a desire to demonstrate
environmental credibility, not an expectation of  gas in the near term.

• MiQ and Equitable Origin co-certify % of RSG volumes, driven by large basin-wide partnerships
spread across three producers. Project Canary is the most active with a % market share
across  partnerships and an additional seven announced pilot projects.

•  is the leading supplier with almost 13 Bcf/d of certified gas projected by year-end
2022, followed by  with over 4 Bcf/d. The totals respectively represent 39% and
34% of production in the two regions.

•  and  lead the pack with the highest estimated RSG volumes across the
industry and combined will supply % of estimated year-end 2022 volumes. 

and  are the largest predominantly-gas operators with no RSG announcements to
date.

• Based on our calculations, natural gas power plants are more emissions friendly than coal power
plants for methane leakage rates below 5.1% when looking on a 20-year global
warming potential timescale and 12.3% when looking on a 100-year timescale. These are both
considerably higher than the Environmental Defense Fund’s ~2.3% estimate and One Future’s 1%
target of well-to-end-user leakage rate across the U.S.
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GENERAL
ESG pressures are pushing companies to analyze their supply chains, creating preferential markets 
for sustainable resource extraction. Responsible Steel, the Copper Alliance, the Concrete Sustainability 

by various commodity markets to differentiate production. RSG, is natural gas with third-party 

Project Canary, MiQ and Equitable Origin – and analyzes the state of the overall RSG market.

Coal-to-gas switching across the U.S. helped reduce the country’s power plant emissions by 38% since 
2005, convincing many to tout natural gas as a bridge fuel for the energy transition. Pushback from 
certain stakeholders, however, often focuses on uncertain methane leakage rates across the supply 
chain from wellhead to end use. Methane is a more potent greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide but 
with a shorter lifetime, leading to a 25-36x equivalency factor on a 100-year time frame and 84-87x 
over 20 years. 

Figure 1
Based on our calculations, natural gas power plants produce lower emissions per unit of electricity 
than coal plants when well-to-end-use methane leakage rates fall below 5.1% when looking on 
a 20-year timescale and 12.3% on a 100-year timescale. These are considerably higher than the 
Environmental Defense Fund’s ~2.3% estimate and One Future’s 1% target for current U.S. operations. 

stakeholders with even greater certainty and help solidify natural gas as a key component of the 
energy transition.

NEED TO KNOW

Click this icon to interact with the well lists and historical data associated with this 
report in a tailored instance of Enverus FoundationsTM.

Click this icon to interact with a custom workbook and download models associated 
with this report in Enverus CoreTM.

Prism workbooks require the product ESG Analystics add on to access.

Please contact intelligence@enverus.com if you have any issues accessing  
these links or if you would like to learn more about Enverus products and services.
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FIGURE 1 | Natural Gas Versus Coal at Various Methane Leakage Rates and Carbon Dioxide Equivalent Global Warming Potential Conversions

Source | Enverus, NETL, EDF, ACS, BP 
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CERTIFICATIONS

America. Project Canary provides comprehensive coverage including methane calculations, qualitative 

provide full coverage. Figure 2 gives a high-level overview of the certifying bodies. 

Like the global Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) building rating scale, all three 

company practices, meaning not all RSG is created equally. The market is still developing standardized 
RSG methane intensity thresholds, but one value that is emerging is 0.2%, which is lower than the One 
Future upstream methane intensity goal of 0.28% and the U.S. 2020 average of 0.27%. The U.S. 2020 
median methane intensity is 0.49%, which shows there are ample operations in the U.S. where RSG 

FIGURE 2 

MiQ EQUITABLE ORIGIN PROJECT CANARY

General Criteria
Methane intensity, company 

practices and monitoring  
technology deployment

Corporate governance, transparency and ethics;  
human rights, social impact and community development;  

Indigenous people’s rights;  
fair labor and working conditions;  

climate change, biodiversity and environment

Air, water, land and 
community

Levels (Highest to Lowest) A-F PT3, PT2 or PT1 Platinum, gold or silver

Standards MiQ Standard EO100TM Standard for Responsible Energy TrustWell 

Granularity Field level Field level Pad-level

Third party Third party Internal

12 months 12 months

Methane Intensity Calculation Follows Natural Gas Sustainability 
Initiative (NGSI) protocol

Commonly paired with MiQ to include  Follows One Future protocol

Source | Enverus, company disclosures
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CONTINOUS MONITORING TECHNOLOGY

leakage is a key component and, in our opinion, a major driver of its adoption. While none of the 

operators granular direct-measured data to back up claims of responsible production while also 

regulatory requirements. 

is provider-agnostic and does not provide monitoring in-house. In addition to the Canary X system, 
Baker Hughes’ LUMEN 
continuous monitoring. Cost data is sparse for continuous monitoring, but Project Canary disclosed its 
TrustWell certification and continuous monitoring costs $ /pad on average. Based on this 
disclosure, we estimate the average cost to certify gas with continuous monitoring is  per Mcf 
for gas operators with pad-level productivity greater than 1.5 MMcf/day and  per Mcf for gas 
operators with pad-level productivity less than 1.5 MMcf/day. Oil operators incur the highest estimated 
cost at per Mcf.

Figure 3 shows the layout of a sample continuous monitoring setup where the orange zones are the 
potential emission sources and the green zones are the sensors. The sensors are equipped with a 
power source, a device to capture air samples, the laser-based sensor itself to quantify concentrations, 
an anemometer to determine the source of the sample and a system to transmit this information in 
real time. These systems vary by provider but the common feature is they run 24/7, allowing operators 

FIGURE 3 | Pad-Level Continuous Monitoring Setup

Source | Enverus, Project Canary, Google Earth, Maxar Technologies, U.S. Geological Service, USDA Farm Service Agency
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RSG SUPPLY ESTIMATES
 

20.4 Bcf/d in 2022 based on announced projects (Figure 4). In a scenario where all operators piloting 

production could reach over 35 Bcf/d. These estimates represent 18% and 31%, respectively, of gas 
production in Canada and the Lower 48.

MiQ and Equitable Origin lead with a % market share, driven by large basin-wide certification deals 
spread across three operator partnerships: ,  and . Project Canary is the 
most active with a 38% market share across 13 partnerships and an additional seven announced pilot 
projects. The remaining RSG market is certified by MiQ or Equitable Origin individually.

 is the leading supplier of RSG with almost 13 Bcf/d of certified gas projected by year-end 
2022. follows with over 4 Bcf/d (Figure 5). Together they make up 83% of future 
certified production volumes with room to grow since only 39% of  production and 34% of 

 production is estimated to be certified by year-end 2022. 

FIGURE 5 | North American RSG by Region

REGION ESTIMATED RSG PRODUCTION  
(Bcf/d)

PERCENTAGE OF REGIONAL PRODUCTION 
CERTIFIED

12.7 39%

4.2 34%

1.3 99%

0.9 5%

0.8 74%

0.3 2%

0.2 7%

Source | Enverus, company disclosures

FIGURE 4 | North American RSG Supply Estimates Through Time and Certification Provider Market Share

Note | Supply estimates do not include small, well-pad-level pilot projects.
Source | Enverus, company disclosures
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RSG PRODUCERS
To date,  North American E&Ps have announced RSG certification projects (Figure 6). Collectively 
these producers supply 31% of North American gas. Although about half of the companies are private 
operators, the public companies represent % of the estimated RSG volumes.

Figure 6 analyzes 39 E&Ps including the 20 largest gas producers in North America and any additional 
company with an announced RSG program.  and  lead the pack with the highest 
estimated RSG volumes across the industry and combined will supply % of estimated year-end 
2022 RSG volumes. Excluding Canadian producers and operators below the EPA’s emissions reporting 
threshold, % of companies analyzed report a methane intensity below One Future’s 0.28% target for 
U.S. upstream operations.

Within the top 20 gas producers,  and  are certifying basin- or field-wide 
projects while  and  are testing small pilots. and  are the 
largest predominantly-gas operators with no RSG announcements to date, while the remaining eight 
companies –  and  – mainly produce oil. 

FIGURE 6 | North American RSG Supply Estimate by Operator

Note | Production volumes exclude offshore or Alaskan operations. Daily gross production values are based off a trailing 12-month average.
Source | Enverus, company disclosures
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RSG GATHERERS
In December 2021, , in partnership with Midstream and Energy with 

 Midstream, announced operation-wide certification from the wellhead to the 
r

Figure 7 shows the daily gas gathering volumes of the top 10 gathering operators tagged to wells 
on our estimated RSG well list. These wells include current and future certifications, so the volumes 
are not all currently certified. We estimate  gathers more RSG than  and  combined, the 
second- and third-largest gatherers. Of the top 10 RSG gatherers, , ,  and  have 
announced pr

FIGURE 7 | Top 10 Gas Gathering Operators From RSG Wells

Source | Enverus
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Additional figures shown on full report: 

RSG

In is

Additional Figures

 RSG Transactions-to-Date
APPENDIX A2 | RSG Transactions-to-Date Continued

We hope you enjoyed our sample report.

To access the full report, 
click here or contact us at 
businessdevelopment@enverus.com 

Learn more at www.enverus.com
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Disclosure Statement:
© Copyright 2022 Enverus Intelligence Research, Inc., a part of Enverus. 

All rights reserved. 

The material in this report is the property of Enverus Intelligence Research, Inc. 
(“EIR”) unless otherwise indicated. All trademarks, service marks and logos used 
in this report are proprietary to EIR or Enverus. This report is provided solely to 

for the exclusive use of the recipient and may not be redistributed to or shared 
with any individual, company or entity outside of your organization without the 
express prior written consent of EIR. 

The material presented in this report is provided for information purposes only 
and is not to be used or considered as a recommendation to buy, hold or sell 

ein has 
been compiled by EIR and prepared from various public and industry sources 
that we believe to be reliable, but no representation or warranty, expressed or 

or completeness of the information. Such information is provided with the 
expectation that it will be read as part of a mosaic of analysis and should not be 
relied upon on a stand-alone basis. Past performance should not be taken as an 
indication or guarantee of future performance, and we make no representation 
or warranty regarding future performance. The opinions expressed in this 

to change at any time as new or additional data and information is received 
and analyzed. EIR undertakes no duty to update this report, or to provide 
supplemental information to any client receiving this report.

other person accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential 
loss arising from any use of this report or the information contained herein. The 
recipient assumes all risks and liability with regard to any use or application of 
the data included herein. 

EIR provides custom research to its clients which are distributed on different 
frequency schedules. Custom research reports may provide different depths of 
analysis and more frequent updates based on levels of service and fees selected 
by clients. 

company and no one at a subject company is on the Board of Directors of 
EIR. EIR does not invest in any securities or manage any securities portfolios. 
Therefore, it would have no investment relationship with a subject company. 
Furthermore all employees are subject to restrictions on trading in energy 

research analyst’s personal views about the subject securities. EIR analysts 

to express any view about an issuer or from proceeds derived from any 

Resources, BP, Chesapeake Energy, Chevron, Civitas Resources, Comstock 
Resources, ConocoPhillips, Continental Resources, DT Midstream, Laredo 
Petroleum, Occidental Petroleum, Ovintiv, Range Resources, PureWest Energy, 
Southwestern Energy, Tourmaline Oil and Williams Companies are or were 
subscriber clients of EIR in the preceding twelve months for research products 

customers globally and should be assumed to have received compensation 
from the subject company for non-securities related products or services in the 
preceding twelve months.

These disclosures apply to any and all supporting materials provided with this 
report, including but not limited to NAV or other models.

APEGA Permit to Practice 8762 – Nick Volkmer P.Eng. member number 240925.

This document is a copy of an authenticated original document. The original 

and Genstar Capital, each of whom separately sponsor and manage private 
investment funds and may make investments in, or otherwise seek to do 
business with, a company or companies covered by this report. EIR has adopted 
and implemented policies and procedures reasonably designed to maintain the 
independence of its research coverage in an attempt to mitigate any potential 

Valuation and Methodology
EIR valuations are based primarily on calculations of net asset value (NAV), 

begins with an evaluation of a company’s proved developed reserves using 
industry-standard decline analysis. EIR then assesses the company’s land 
holdings using a variety of technical data sources (geology, completion, 
historical production, etc.) to estimate the viability of the acreage for future 
drilling. Each well has an associated capital and operating cost structure that 
is incorporated into EIR’s model, which also accounts for hedges, debt, taxes, 

typically runs a number of sensitivities around key variables, such as well cost, 
reserves and commodity prices, to show the range of possible outcomes.   

Note to U.K. Persons

Markets Act 2000 (“FSMA“) and the content of this report has not been approved 
by such an authorized person. You will accordingly not be able to rely upon most 

Compensation Scheme. This document is only directed at (a) persons who have 
professional experience in matters relating to investments (being ‘investment 
professionals’ within the meaning of Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and 
Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the “FPO“)), and (b) High 
net worth companies, trusts etc of a type described in Article 49(2) of the FPO 
(all such persons being “relevant persons“). EIR’s services are available only to 
relevant persons and will be engaged in only with relevant persons. This report 
must not be acted or relied upon by persons who are not relevant persons. 
Persons of a type described in Article 49(2) of the FPO comprise (a) any body 
corporate which has, or which is a member of the same group as an undertaking 
which has, a called up share capital or net assets of not less than (i) in the 
case of a body corporate which has more than 20 members or is a subsidiary 
undertaking of an undertaking which has more than 20 members, £500,000 
and (ii) in any other case, £5 million, (b) any unincorporated association or 
partnership which has net assets of not less than £5 million, (c) the trustee of 
a high value trust within the meaning of Article 49(6) of the FPO and (d) any 

person (‘B’) falling within any of (a), (b) or (c) above where A’s responsibilities, 
when acting in that capacity, involve him in B’s engaging in investment activity.
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